
The combi bathing lift with seat and stretcher function

SENTA PUR L



The SENTA PUR L combi bath lifter is the right aid to bathe residents safely and comfortably 
at any time, depending on their mobility level. Thanks to the optional stretcher modules, the 
SENTA seating lift can be easily expanded to a stretcher type lift. It is an extremely agile and 
easy-to-use lifter that can access any modern care bathtub. 

The battery-operated electric drive enables the height to be adjusted continuously and the-
refore without any feelings of discomfort for the resident. With the handheld remote control, 
the lifter can be operated easily and safely by just one caregiver.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

The perfect tool for
Transfer and bathing processes!

Watch product
video!

With the optional stretcher type modules, SENTA PUR L 
is also compatible with our Mobility groups 4 and 5.
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Independent entry possible
Hand control with

display of the battery status

Seat with large, coverable

hygiene opening

Optional stretcher modules 

with optional footrest

Easily mobile double castors,

two of them with brakes

Optional: side rail for insertion 

on the seat with safety lock

Optional: Bedpan holder
Removable PUR pad

for easy cleaning
Optional: digital patient scale

Combi bathing lift with seat and stretcher function

With the SENTA PUR L, nursing staff can comfortably transfer and bathe residents at any time, depending on 

their mobility. The combi bath lifter can be used very flexibly and is suitable for transfer from the care bed as well 

as for an independent entry of your residents.

Expandable to a stretcher type lift

With the optional stretcher modules, the SENTA PUR L can easily be expanded to a stretcher type of lift. The 

two wing components can be quickly and easily attached by just one caregiver. This creates great flexibility 

without having to provide a second lifter.

Large hygiene opening & removable PUR pad

The seat of the SENTA PUR L offers a large hygiene opening that can easily be opened and closed with a 

cover. The removable PUR pad enables easy cleaning and a cost-effective possibility of replacement after years 

of using.

Suitable for all modern care bathtubs

The bath lift is suitable for use with all modern care bathtubs.
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Technical Data

Dimensions ( L x W x H ) 33.01 x 28.27  x 54.13 in

Height Adjustment 27.56 in

Lowest entry height 18.70 in

SWL 330 lbs

Double Castors 2 x front 3.94 in diameter

Double Castors 2 x back (with brakes) 4.92 in diameter

Battery 24 V

Product Information

Electrically height adjustable

Emergency release system

High quality, removable PUR pads

Closed Double Castors

Hand control with display of the battery status

Stainless steel and aluminum materials

Available Options

24 V replacement battery Wall charger

Digital patient scale Stretcher type modules

Side rails

Bedpan holder

Footrest
(Stretcher module)

Additional handle
(Stretcher module)
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BEKA Hospitec GmbH

Am Rübenmorgen 3

35582 Wetzlar-Dutenhofen

info@beka-hospitec.de

Tel +49 641 922 20-0

Fax +49 641 922 20-20

www.beka-hospitec.com V
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